Pre-Kindergarten Scavenger Hunt Answer Sheet
Parents, help your pre-k mathematician write the answers to scavenger hunt questions in the correct
spaces on the worksheet. The answers will reveal a secret code to write in the circles to reveal a special
message. The questions can be answered in any order, good luck finding them!
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___ ___ ___ ___ ____

T 4:00

U 3:00

____, _____, ______, ______, Write the ____th letter of the alphabet.

5. Write the letter you see after following directions (find the card!)

6. Complete the pattern to find your next clue.

S

__

7. _____, ______, ______, ______, _______, _____
Your clue is the ____th letter of the alphabet.
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K-1 Scavenger Hunt Answer Sheet
Parents, help your kindergarten to first grade mathematician write the answers to scavenger hunt
questions in the correct spaces on the worksheet. The answers will reveal a secret code to write in the
circles to reveal a special message. The questions can be answered in any order, good luck finding them!
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1. M Rectangle
2.
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N Square
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O Triangle
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T 4:00

U 3:00

V 12:00

______, ______, ______, ______, _______, _______, _______, ______, _______, ______
Use only the first number of your answer. Write the ____th letter of the alphabet.

5. Write the letter you see after following directions (find the card!)

6. Complete the pattern to find your next clue.

S

__

7. _____, ______, ______, ______, _______, _____
Your clue is the ____th letter of the alphabet.
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Grade 2-3 Scavenger Hunt Answer Sheet
Parents, help your second or third grade mathematician write the answers to scavenger hunt questions
in the correct spaces on the worksheet. The answers will reveal a secret code to write in the circles to
reveal a special message. The questions can be answered in any order, good luck finding them!

1

2

3

4

5

1. M 10 - 2 = 8

6

N 10 = 8 + 2

7

8

9

10

O 2 + 8 = 10

2. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
3. T 4:05 U 3:55
4. G 13

H 8

5. H odd

V 1:20

I 31 J 40

I even

6. Q eleven zero one R one thousand one S eleven thousand one

7. ____ _____ _____ ______ ______ ______ _____ ______
8.

9.

10.

T

U

V

____, _____, ______, ______

Z multiples of 2

Write the ___th letter.

! multiples of 3

Pre-K Questions

1 What shape is below the square? Circle the letter of the correct
answer on your paper.

2 What shape is this? Write the word as your answer.

3 What time is shown?

4 Complete the sequence:

10, 9, ___, 7…

5 Draw a vertical line through only the circles on your handout
for question #5.
6 Complete the pattern to find your next clue:

S

__

7 Complete the sequence and then write the letter of the
alphabet that is in that place.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ___
8 Which picture shows 4 cookies?

9 Which triangle is bigger?

10 Which straw is shorter?

K-1 Questions

1 What shape is below the square? Circle the letter of the correct
answer on your paper.

2 Which has more hearts?

3 What time is shown?

4 Complete the sequence:

10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, ___, 90, 100…
Use only the first number of your answer to find the corresponding letter of the
alphabet.

5 Draw a vertical line through only the circles on your handout
for question #5. What capital letter do you see?
6 Complete the pattern to find your next clue:

S

__

7 Complete the sequence and then write the letter of the
alphabet that is in that place.

10, 9, 8, 7,___, 5, 4…
Your clue is the ___th letter of the alphabet.

8 Kim has 10 cookies. Tom eats 2. Which picture shows how
many cookies are left?

9 Which triangle is bigger?

10 Which straw is shorter?

Grade 2-3 Questions

1 Which equation represents the problem? Kim has 10 cookies.
Tom eats 2. Now there are 8 cookies left.

10 - 2 = 8

10 = 8 + 2

2 + 8 = 10

2 Complete the pattern.

B A C D B __ C D
3 What time is shown?

4 Which number is less than all the others?

13 31 40 8 98
5 What type of numbers are shown? Even or odd?

4 40 8

16

6 What number is shown?

11,001

22

7 What is a name for a number that shows a part of a whole like
this one?

½
8 Mary made 2 cookies for each person at her house. There are 4
people at her house. How many cookies did she make?

9 Complete the sequence. Your clue is the ___th letter of the
alphabet.

10, 12, ___, 16

10 What are shown? Multiples of 2 or multiples of 3?

9, 15, 21, 27

